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            Family-run

            
                A small team. We know who our clients are. We’re the Representation company that care!
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            Pioneers

            
                Since 1989 one of the first Rep companies
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            Empathizers

            
                We understand your clients / industries’ requirements and educate the DMCs for maximum ROI
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            Hand-picked

            
                We procure a fine selection of carefully vetted  DMCs, removing uncertainty / costly research
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                    Abu Dhabi - Gulf Circle 
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                    Australia - Arinex 
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                    Austria - AIM Group International 
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                    Belgium - AIM Group International 
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                    Canada - CTI Destination Management 
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                    Croatia - DT Croatia 
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                    Czech Republic - AIM Group International 
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                    Denmark - Idea Nordic 
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                    Dominican Republic - Connect DMC 
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                    Dubai - Gulf Circle 
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                    Germany - CPO Hanser Service 
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                    Holland - Dutch Matters 
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                    Hungary - AIM Group International 
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                    Iceland - Atlantik 
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                    Ireland - Wallace Travel Group 
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                    Israel - Eshet Incentives & Conferences 
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                    Jordan - Karma House 
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                    Kenya - Wedgewood DMC 
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                    Malta - ECMeetings 
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                    Montenegro - Talas Montenegro DMC 
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                    Morocco - Unitour Maroc 
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                    Poland - Mazurkas DMC Poland 
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                    Portugal - XPTO Events & DMC 
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                    Romania - Accent Travel & Events 
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                    Slovenia - DT Slovenia 
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                    South Africa / Zambia / Botswana / Rwanda - Wedgewood DMC 
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                    Spain (Barcelona) - ITBevents 
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                    Spain (Costa Del Sol) - ITBevents 
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                    Spain (Madrid) - ITBevents 
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                    St. Lucia - Barefoot DMC St. Lucia 
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                    USA Florida - The Corporate Experience Company 
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            “Nikki at Destinations UNLIMITED does an amazing job and provides great DMCs from around the world. She is very quick to come back to event requests and keeps you supported throughout the whole event booking process. She is always so friendly and helpful.”


            
                Amanda Activate Event Management
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            “Nikki is an absolute pleasure to work with. Fantastic DMC contacts throughout the world that really know the destinations inside out, all the best spots and local hidden treasures. One stop shop with no need to look elsewhere.”


            
                Olivia Agiito
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            “I wanted to write this recommendation because I know Nikki and I know her company and to be honest, she is the best. I have worked with DU multiple times over the past few years and they really are my go to. No brief is too small, none to large and every”


            
                Michelle GLG
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            “Nikki has a wealth of knowledge and experience within the incentive and events industry - no destination is off her radar and she offers one of the most professional representation services around. She tracks your requests, ensures the brief is understood”


            
                Rhian Wolf and White Ltd
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                    Tel: + 44 (0) 1425 461311 


Email: info@dudmc.com
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